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Abstract 
The subject of this paper is the sets of prefixes and the sets of overlaps of traces (elements of 
free partially commutative monoids), when the prefixes or overlaps are ordered in one natural 
way. Lattice-theoretic characterizations, and related properties, are developed. Specifically, it is 
shown that the collection of prefix-sets of traces constitutes precisely the class of finite distributive 
lattices and that the overlap-set of a trace is a sublattice of its prefix-set, so the overlap-sets 
of traces also form finite distributive lattices. Several characterizations of the class of overlap- 
lattices of traces are given; for example, incomparable join-irreducible elements of such lattices 
must meet at the minimum element of the lattice. 
1. Introduction 
The subject of this paper is traces, which have been used to investigate rearrange- 
ments, with applications to combinatorics [6,15], but have received attention in recent 
years due to their connection with representations of concurrency and parallelism in 
computational processes. One view of traces is as sequences of letters in which the 
relative position of the letters may vary according to rules associated with the letters; 
for a string (that is, an element of a free monoid), the positions are fixed. Another 
view takes traces to be directed acyclic graphs labelled with letters representing op- 
erations, generalizing the view of strings as linear sequences of operations. In either 
case, the context of the model gives rise to a notion of ‘independence’ between letters, 
when the operations they stand for need not be restricted in relative order or may be 
performed in parallel. Thus, the traces make up a monoid (‘trace monoid’ or ‘free 
partially commutative monoid’), whose structure is derived from the specification of 
an independence relation between letters. 
Study of the fundamental properties of traces has revealed many similarities to strings 
(when appropriate generalizations are made, as, for example, for division properties) 
and some differences (for example, in the properties of rational and recognizable sets). 
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One area in which similarities have been observed is in the structure of the sets of 
prefixes and of overlaps of finite traces; the purpose of this paper is further development 
of the properties of those sets. The principal results (in Section 4) are characterizations 
of one ‘order’ structure of sets of overlaps of traces. 
A prefix of a trace is a left factor in the trace monoid, a suffix is a right factor, 
and an overlap is both a prefix and a suffix. Calculation by way of the prefixes of a 
trace is the basis of a class of algorithms for problems about trace languages [4,5], 
such as the context-free recognition problem for traces. For strings, the identifica- 
tion of overlaps is a central part of matching and comparison algorithms based on 
the Knuth-Morris-Pratt ‘failure function’. Thus, besides any intrinsic interest, prefixes 
and overlaps have significance for the development and analysis of algorithms for 
traces. 
For a string s, the prefixes of s (including the empty string and s) can be ordered 
into a chain, and the overlaps (again including the empty string and s) form a sub-chain 
within it. The ordering may be described in several ways: by the relation ‘is a prefix 
of’, or by comparison of total length or of the number of occurrences of each letter 
(i.e., comparison of Parikh images). For traces, the idea of chain, or totally ordered set, 
must be generalized to that of (finite) partially ordered set, but not arbitrarily: the set 
Y(t) of prefixes of a given trace t forms a lattice [4], as does the set P(t) of overlaps 
of t [19], and C(t) is a sublattice of ,Y’(t) (see Theorems 3.2 and 4.3). The partial 
order in these lattices is no longer simply by length, but rather by ‘is a prefix of’ or 
by comparison of Parikh images. The lattice structure means that a pair of prefixes of t 
has a greatest lower bound, or meet, in 9(t) (which is their longest common prefix) 
and a least upper bound, or join (which is the shortest prefix of t of which they are 
both prefixes). Moreover, because the overlaps form a sublattice of the prefixes, for 
a pair of overlaps of t, their longest common prefix (that is, their meet in P(t)) is 
again an ouerlup of t, as is their join in Y(t). The lattices of prefixes and of overlaps 
of a trace obey the distributive laws for meet and join. The dual of any distributive 
lattice (formed by reversing the sense of the ordering, turning the lattice upside-down) 
is again distributive: the dual of the prefix-lattice of trace t is (isomorphic to) the 
prefix-lattice of the reversal of t. 
Every finite distributive lattice is the prefix-lattice of some trace (Theorem 3.3). 
Although this fact merely reflects a well-known relationship between directed acyclic 
graphs and distributive lattices, a complete proof is given here because the particular 
construction of a trace whose prefix-lattice is a given lattice brings up an ordering on 
traces with isomorphic prefix lattices for which the constructed trace is the maximum 
element. Under this ordering, described at the end of Section 3, a pair of traces need 
not have a least upper bound, nor any lower bound. 
While prefix-lattices of traces can be arbitrary (finite) distributive lattices, their 
overlap-lattices can take only certain forms. For example, the dual of C(t) need not 
itself be the overlap lattice of a trace (Proposition 4.4). Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 
present characterizations of those finite distributive lattices that can be represented as 
the overlap-lattice of some trace. One characterization uses operations on lattices (such 
as direct product), and the others, properties of elements in the lattices, in particular, 
of the join-irreducible and meet-irreducible elements. 
While the class of overlap-lattices of traces is not closed under some idllk-hculctiC 
operations, it is closed under others. Theorem 4.7 gives constructions for closure under 
two operations, forming intervals and quotients, for which the underlying partially 
commutative alphabet need not be enlarged. 
Section 2 summarizes the notions about traces and about lattices that are used 
throughout this paper. Sections 3 and 4 present the information about prefixes and 
overlaps of traces, respectively, including the description of an explicit correspondence 
between the join-irreducible and meet-irreducible elements of the overlap-lattice of a 
tract. 
2. Preliminaries 
For a finite alphabet (set of symbols) A. A* denotes the ,firr nzonoid generated 
by .4: the elements of A* are strings of symbols, and the operation that combines 
them is concatenation. The notation used here for free monoids generally follows that 
of Lothaire [I 71. One exception is that e, rather than 1, is used to denote the rnz/jr~’ 
string. Also, njR denotes the rrcrrsul of string w, that is, the string obtained by writing 
the letters of IV in reverse order. 
For an alphabet A, letter N E A and string x E A*. /sI, denotes the number of 
occurrences of a in x; the kenytlr of I is 1x1 = xCIEA IxI,. The alphabet of a string x, 
denoted by alph(x), is the set of letters that actually occur in it. The Parikh inzqr 
Y(s) of .YEA* is the sequence of nonnegative integers (/x/,,: at A). Parikh images are 
compared and manipulated componentwise. 
2.2. Trucrs 
A purtiall~~ cmmutotice dphahet is a pair (A,I) where A is a finite alphabet and 
I C ,4 x A is an independence relation, that is, a symmetric and irreflexive binary rela- 
tion on A. The corresponding (symmetric and reflexive) dqwzdcwr relation D is the 
complement of I. 
Both the pairs (A,I) and (A,D) can be viewed as undirected graphs. For ease of 
notation, the pairs in the relations will be written as single edges: thus, {UC} rather 
than {(a. c), (c, u)}. 
The truer wonoid M(A,f ) determined by a partially commutative alphabet (A. I) 
is the quotient monoid M(A,f) = A”! E where = is the congruence relation on 
A* generated by the set of pairs {(ah, ha) / (a, h) t I }. Thus, for strings x. .V E A”, 
x E J’ exactly when x can be transformed into J’ by some sequence of exchanges of 
adjacent independent letters. The elements of M(A, I) are congruence classes of strings 
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[x] = (2 E A*Jz F x}, with the product [x] . [y] = [xy] and with [e] serving as the 
unit element. Elements of M(A,Z) are called ‘traces’ and, to simplify the notation, will 
be written using representative strings. Since the transformation rules change only the 
order of letters, not their number, if x = y then x and y have the same Parikh image 
and the same length. 
Some additional definitions are required, Traces x and y are independent (written 
x -L y) if every letter in x is independent of every letter in y. (In particular, every trace 
is independent of the empty trace). Trace x is not connected if there exist y,z such that 
x = yz, and y and z are non-empty and independent. In other words, x is connected if 
its alphabet is a connected subgraph of the dependence graph (A,D). The components 
of a non-empty trace x are the projections of x on the connected components of its 
alphabet in the graph (A,D): x E XI . . .x, where the components x, are non-empty, 
connected and pairwise independent. 
The following proposition gives a division property for traces that generalizes that 
for strings. Together with the existence of length functions, it characterizes trace 
monoids [ 111. 
Proposition 2.1 (Division Property for traces [7]). Suppose xy E uu in a trace monoid 
M(A, I). Then there exist traces p,q,r,s with q and r independent such that x - 
pq, y SE rs, u - pr, and v - qs. 
It follows easily from the Division Property that if x and y are both prefixes of 
some trace and Y(x) d Y(y), then x is a prefix of y, and that every trace monoid is 
cancellative (that is, if uxc’ = uyv then x = y). 
The reader may consult [ 1,9,15], for example, for further information on trace 
monoids, also known as free partially commutative or free partially abelian monoids. 
However, only the notions laid out here are needed in this paper. 
2.3. Posets and lattices 
Only elementary notions from lattice theory are used here (see, for example, 
L&g, 10,141). 
A jnite lattice is a structure (L, <, A, V, 0,l) where L is a set; < is a partial order on 
L for which least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds exist; A and V are the binary 
meet (greatest lower bound) and join (least upper bound) operations, respectively; and 
0 and 1 are the universal lower and upper bounds (the ‘bottom’ element and ‘top’ 
element), respectively. The lattice is a chain if (L,<) is a totally ordered set (that 
is, if every pair of elements is comparable under <). It is a distributive lattice if it 
satisfies one (or, equivalently, both) of the distributive laws: a A (b V c) = (a A b) 
V (a A c), and a V (b A c) = (a V b) A (a V c). 
For elements a,b of a lattice L: (i) a and b are disjoint if a A b = 0; (ii) a is 
a complement of b if a A b = 0 and a V b = 1; and (iii) a covers b if b < a and 
there is no element c such that b < c < a. A finite distributive lattice in which every 
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element has a complement is a (finite) Boolean algebra. An element a of a lattice is 
,join-irreducible if a = b V c implies a = b or a = c. 
3. Prefixes of traces 
A prefix of a trace is a left factor of the trace in the trace monoid, and a suffix, a 
right factor. As has been observed previously [4], the set 9(w) of prefixes of a given 
trace w forms a lattice (Theorem 3.2). It is certainly a finite lattice; Proposition 3.1 
gives a bound on the size in terms of the length of the trace W. In the lattice .Y(w), 
the letter-counts of the meet and join of two prefixes are simply the minimum and 
maximum of the letter-counts of those prefixes, and so are easy to calculate. The meet 
and join themselves are easy to find from their letter-counts, since they are restricted to 
being prefixes of W. Also because of the relationships among letter-counts, the lattice 
.Y(M’) satisfies the distributive laws. 
On the other hand, every finite distributive lattice is the prefix-lattice of some 
trace (Theorem 3.3) and possibly of several (distinguishable) traces. The proof of 
Theorem 3.3 consists of an explicit construction of the ‘most general’ trace whose 
prefix-lattice is a given finite distributive lattice. A way of making precise this notion 
of ‘generality’, and of comparing traces with the same prefix-lattice, is described at the 
end of this section. 
The results in this section are stated in terms of prefixes of traces, but they hold for 
suffixes of traces as well, since a suffix of trace WJ is a prefix of the reversal of W. 
Under the following definition of the prefix-set of a trace W, both the empty trace 
and w itself are included as prefixes. It is a simple matter to test, when traces are 
represented by strings, whether one trace is a prefix (or a suffix) of another (see, for 
example, [ 161). 
Definition. For an element w of a trace monoid M(A,Z), let 
Y(w) = {xEM(A,I)lw - x1: for some uEM(A,Z)) 
denote the set of prefi.ues of w in M(A, I ). 
Although the set of strings making up the congruence classes of prefixes of a trace 
might be large, the following fact shows that the number of congruence classes is 
bounded by a polynomial in the length of the trace. 
Proposition 3.1 (Bertoni et al. [3,4]). Let m be the size of the largest set oj’pairwise 
independent ItItters in a partially commutative cllphabrt (A,I ). For any trace w in 
M(A,Z), the size of’Y(w) is at most (Iwl/m + 1)“. 
As a special case of Proposition 3.1, if the independence relation is empty, then 
M(A, I) = A*, m = 1, and the number of prefixes of a string of length n is n + 1. 
The upper bound is also achieved for an alphabet of pairwise-independent letters. The 
Parikh images of the prefixes of a trace MI, listed in nondecreasing order by length, 
can be constructed in time O(lwj 19(w)J) [5]. 
In this context, the most natural ordering on traces asks whether one is a prefix 
of another. More broadly, we might compare, for each letter, the number of times it 
occurs in one trace to the number of time it occurs in the other. 
Definition. The pwjix order <I and the Purikh order < , y on traces are the following: 
for traces x and y, 
Xd/_v if there is some trace z such that y E xz; and 
.x 6 Y ,v if Y(x)< Y(y), that is, for all LZEA, /xl, < /ylu. 
The prefix order is a partial order on traces, since trace monoids are cancellative 
and the empty string is alone in its congruence class. It is not difficult to see that the 
Parikh order is a partial order on sets qj’prejxes 9(w), and coincides on such sets 
with the prefix order. 
Bertoni et al. have noted that the set of prefixes of a trace forms a lattice [4, 
Theorem 2.11; the following theorem gives more detailed information. 
Theorem 3.2. For u truce w E M(A, I ), the set 2(w) oj’prejixes of w is u distributive 
luttice under the preji.y order (equivalently, the Purikh order). In the lattice 9(w), 
the meet A und join v operations sutisjj: jbr all UEA, /x A yl, = min{lxl,, IylU} and 
lx v ylo = max{ IxI,, /yja}. The bottom element oj’ the lattice is the empty truce, und 
the top element is the trace w. 
Consider the extreme cases of Theorem 3.2. If the independence relation is empty, 
then 9(w) is a chain. If the independence relation contains every nonreflexive pair, 
then 9(w) is a direct product of chains. As another example, if w consists of distinct, 
pairwise independent letters, then 9(w) is a Boolean algebra. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Consider any x,y E 9(w), with w z xu E yn. From the 
Division Property, there exist traces p, q, r, s with such that w E pqrs, x E pq, y s pr, 
and q I r. The traces p and pqr are prefixes of w; it is easy to verify that they serve 
as the greatest lower bound and least upper bound, respectively, of x and y in z?(w). 
Since q and r are independent, max{Y(q), Y(r)} = Y(q) + Y(r) = Y(qr) and 
min{ Y’(q), Y(r)} = Y(e). Hence, max{ Y(x), Y(y)} = max{ Yu(pq), Y(pr)} = Y(p) + 
max{ Y(q), Y(r)} = Y@qr) and min{ Y(x), Y(y)} = Y(p) + min{ Y(q), Y(r)} = 
Y(p). Therefore, Y(x A v) = min{ Y(x), Y(y)} and Y(x V y) = max{ Y(x), Y(y)}. 
To see that 9(w) is distributive, consider any x, y,z~.‘P(w), and let u = x A (y V z) 
and 1; = (x A y) V (x A z). Then because the operations max and min are distributive 
on integers, the traces u and c’ have the same Parikh image, so since they are both 
prefixes of W,U f U. 0 
Before the demonstration that each finite distributive lattice is the prefix lattice of 
some trace, there are two connections to be made between trace-theoretic and lattice- 
theoretic notions. 
Two prefixes x, Y of a given trace are independent as traces (11 J) if and 
only if they are disjoint (s A J = e) as elements of the prefix lattice. Also, x 
and _r are disjoint if and only if their alphabets are disjoint, and in that case, 
x v “t’ = q = J’X. 
A nonempty string w E A* is said to be in Foata Normal Form (relative to an 
independence relation I) if w = WI w,,, II 3 1, where each factor w; is a nonempty 
product of pairwise independent letters and for all i 32, if letter a occurs in w; then 
there is some letter b in nf,_t (possibly, b = a) such that ah $Z. Since the letters in 
each factor w, all commute, they can be written in any order. Ignoring the order of 
letters within the factors, each congruence class contains exactly one element in Foata 
Normal Form (see, e.g., [15, Ch. 111). The factors of the Foata Normal Form of a 
trace have the following interpretation in its prefix lattice. Suppose the Foata Normal 
Form of w is 11’~ . w,,. Let FI be the set of atoms of Y(W), and, for i 3 1, let F,+I be 
the set of elements that cover V F,. Then for 1 <i <n, V F, is the element ~‘1 w, 
of Y(W). There is also a dual notion (starting with the co-atoms of Y(W) and using 
meets rather than joins) that gives rise to a ‘reverse’ Foata Normal Form for M’, which 
is the reversal of FNF(ulR). These two normal forms of u’ have the same number of 
factors. 
Now turn to the converse of Theorem 3.2. The correspondence given in Theo- 
rem 3.2 and the following theorem between prefix-sets of traces and finite distribu- 
tive lattices completes a circle of connections between classes of structures. First, 
each trace of length II has a standard representation by a directed acyclic graph 
on 17 nodes. Such a graph is also a partially ordered set of n objects, and traces 
(in possibly different trace monoids) have isomorphic prefix lattices if and only if 
these associated partial orders are the same up to a permutation of the objects. Sec- 
ond, a finite distributive lattice corresponds to the finite partially ordered set of its 
join-irreducible elements: an element is determined by the set of join-irreducible el- 
ements it contains. Thus, the prefix-set of a trace and a finite distributive lattice 
can each be interpreted as a manifestation of the poset that represents 
them. 
Theorem 3.3. An), ,finitr distributice Iuttiw is (isomorphic to) the pryj7.v httiw of 
.SOlIlL’ trcicr. 
Proof. Suppose L = (L, 6, A, V, 0,l) is a finite distributive lattice. The idea of the 
construction is to represent each element of L by a trace listing the 
join-irreducible elements below it; with a suitable choice of independence relation, 
f. will be isomorphic to the prefix lattice of the trace representing the top ele- 
ment 1 of L. (Recall that x E L is join-irreducible if x = _V V z implies x = y 
or x = z.) 
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Because L is finite and distributive, the ‘height’ function is well-defined, where the 
height of the bottom element is 0, and when x covers y, the height of x is one more 
than that of y. Let J be the set of join-irreducible elements of L and n be the size 
of J; list J as ul,..., U, from smaller to greater height. Let A = {al,. . . , a,} be a set 
of n letters, and let IND = {aiai 1 u; is comparable to Uj}. Then for w = ai . . . a, as a 
trace in M(A,IND), L is isomorphic to P(w). 
To establish the isomorphism, it is convenient to work with subsets of J rather than 
elements ofL. Let K={ICJ(ifueI and VEJ and v<u, then UEI} be the set 
of ‘downward-closed’ subsets of J. The set K is a lattice under set inclusion (with 
intersection and union as the meet and join); it is a property of finite distributive 
lattices that L and K are isomorphic under the mappings x c-f {U EJIU <x} from L to 
K and I H VI from K to L. The functions f and g defined below give an isomorphism 
between K and P(w). 
For I C J, define f(I) EM(A, IND) by listing the letters corresponding to elements 
of I in order of increasing index: f(0) = e, and for I = {q , . . . , q,, } with il < 
i2 < .‘. < i,, f(I) = ui, . . q,. For t E M(A, IND), define g(t) 5 J by g(t) = {z& E 
alph(t)}. (Notice that g(t) depends only on the letters occurring in t, not on the order 
in which they are written.) Clearly, alph( f(I)) = {uilu; EI}, gf(Z) = I, g(w) = J and 
f(J ) = w. Verification of the following claims is straightforward. (Here, LAST(t) = 
{aGAIt E sa for some s}.) 
Claim 1. For all I s J, Ui is a maximal element of I if and only if uj E LAST( f(I)), 
and in that case f(I) z f(I - {Ui})ui. 
Claim 2. If Ii EK and II LIZ, then f(I2) 5 f(Zl)f(Zz -Ii). 
Claim 3. If t is a prefix of w, then g(t)EK and t -fg(t). 
Since f (.I ) = w, Claim 2 implies that, for I E K, f(Z) is a prefix of w; hence 
f(K)cP(w). From Claim 3, Y(w)Cf(K), and, since gf is the identity on sub- 
sets of J, f is one-to-one, so it is a bijection between K and 9’(w). If I,,12 E K 
and II C I,, then, from Claim 2, f(Il) is a prefix of f (12). On the other hand, if 
tl = f(Il) is a prefix of t2 = f(Z2), then alph(ti) & alph(t,) so (from the definition) 
g(tl ) C g(t2) and so II = gf(Il ) C gf(I2) = 12. Thus, f is a lattice isomorphism from K 
to Y(w). 0 
Since the class of prefix lattices of traces coincides with the class of finite distributive 
lattices, it is closed under such operations as direct product and quotient, and taking 
duals and sublattices. The dual of a prefix lattice (that is, the lattice formed by reversing 
the partial order) has a natural interpretation in traces: the dual of P(w) is isomorphic 
to P(wR). (When w = xy, the mapping takes XE~(W) to yR EP(w~).) 
As was remarked above, the structure of the prefix lattice of a trace depends only 
on the poset (or DAG) associated with the trace. For example, the three-element chain 
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is the prefix lattice of 
(i) ubc in a free monoid; 
(ii) ubc in the monoid M({a,b,c}, {UC}); 
(iii) ubu in a free monoid. 
The first of these traces differs from the second in distinguishing between UC and 
cu, and the second differs from the third in distinguishing between the first and third 
positions. These observations, and the proof of Theorem 3.3, suggest the following 
(pre-)ordering on traces with the same prefix lattice. 
Definition. Suppose that WI E M(Al,It ) and ~9 E M(A2,12) have isomorphic prefix 
lattices (where A,=alph(wi)). C a 11 WI a refinement of w? if there is a monoid homo- 
morphism from M(At ,I1 ) to M(A,, Il) that is also a lattice isomorphism from .Y(w, ) 
to .Y( IV2 ). 
In fact, a function demonstrating that wt refines w2 must be alphabetic (the image 
of each letter is a letter); it will also carry the factors of the Foata Normal Form of 
WI injectively to the factors in the corresponding positions in the Foata Normal Form 
of MQ. 
Different traces might each be a refinement of the other, but in that case, their trace 
monoids will be isomorphic and the two traces will be simply alphabetic variants. 
For a finite distributive lattice L, let T(L) be the finite set (modulo ‘equally refined’) 
of traces with prefix lattice L. For example, for a Boolean algebra, this set has just 
one element (a trace of the appropriate length, with pairwise independent letters); for 
the three-element chain, this set has six elements. The poset T(L) has a most refined 
element, the trace WL constructed for L in the proof of Theorem 3.3: any other trace 
with prefix lattice L can be found by coalescing some sets of letters of wL into single 
letters, thus obliterating the distinctions among those letters. However, T(L) need not 
have a least refined element, nor need every pair of elements have a least upper bound 
(‘coarsest common refinement’). 
Example 3.4. Let Al = {a, b, c,d}, II = {ud, cd}, WI =abubcdud; and A2 = {u,b,c,d,f’}, 
12 = {ub, d > bd, df}, w2 = ucbcdfub. The prefix lattices of the traces ~1 and w2 are 
isomorphic to the lattice shown in Fig. 1. These traces are incomparable under the 
refinement ordering, and there is no trace that they both refine (essentially because the 
first and third letters are dependent in WI and independent in ~2). 
This pair of traces also has no least upper bound for ‘refinement’. Let A3 = {al, u2,u3, 
%%ub}, 13 = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ w = ala2a3a2a4a5a3a6; and A4 = 
{h,b2,b3>b4,b5>b6}> 14 = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~4 = blb3@3b4b6hb5. 
Then w3 and w4 are both refinements of WI and of w2 (for example, the function from 
A3 onto Al takes ul,a3 to a; u2 to b; a4 to c; and u~,Q, to d). However, there is 
no trace that is at the same time coarser than both w3 and w4 and finer than both wt 
and 149. 
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Fig. I 
4. Overlaps of traces 
An overlap of a trace is both a prefix and a suffix of the trace. The set 0(w) of 
traces that are overlaps of a given trace w is a distributive lattice [19] under either the 
prefix order <I or the Parikh order 6 y: it is a sublattice of the prefix-lattice Y(w) 
of w (Theorem 4.3). While prefix-lattices of traces can be arbitrary (finite) distributive 
lattices, their overlap-lattices can take only certain forms. For example, the overlap- 
lattice of a connected trace will have a chain of at least two elements at the top, but 
no overlap-lattice that is not itself a chain can have such a chain at the bottom. 
The main results of this section (Theorem 4.5, Corollary 4.6) are characterizations 
of those finite lattices that can be represented as the overlap-lattice of some trace. One 
characterization is inductive, building up the class by lattice operations. The others 
are intrinsic, expressing properties that must be satisfied by elements in the lattice. 
From the characterizations, it is clear that the class of trace-overlap lattices is closed 
under some lattice operations (direct product, for example) and not closed under others 
(taking sublattices, for example). Theorem 4.7 gives constructions for closure under 
two operations, forming intervals and quotients, for which the underlying partially 
commutative alphabet need not be enlarged. 
Definition. For an element w of a trace monoid M(A,/), let 
c(w) = {xEM(A,Z)(w = ux = xv for some u,uEM(A,/)} 
denote the set of (self-)overklps of w in M(A,I). 
As was the case of prefixes and suffixes, both the empty word and w itself are 
included as overlaps of W; this usage differs slightly from [ 191. As an example, suppose 
A = {cl, h, c} and I = {l/h}. The trace ahcah( = bachu) has 5 overlaps, represented by 
e, a. h, ah and ahcclh; and the trace U(YKU has 4 overlaps, represented by e, a. ucu, ucucu. 
To test whether one trace is an overlap of another, it is only necessary to test whether 
it is both a prefix and a sufhx. 
Let us begin with a technical lemma on overlaps of traces, and one simple conse- 
quence of it. 
Lemma 4.1 (Decomposition Lemma). Suppose w E M(A,f) is u trace und x,x ure 
owrlups of’ w. There exist ~1.11 ?.Ly,C?Elf(w) such tlzut: x EE Lill’?; y S &cl; lQ<,u,; 
~‘16, ~1; u1 is independent of’rl; urzd uIL’~ cm1 ~21’1 ure ocerlups of’ M’. 
Proof. The proof uses the following fact, which can be easily proved (using the 
Division Property) by induction on length. 
Claim. [f’ zlzz, E ~32~4 dh ZI Iz3 und zl 124, thrn therr r.\-ist p, q such thut z s 
7 py, -ip=pp=4, q=2 = z3q untl pz ,ZJ i zqzz3. 
Now consider X, y E e(w). Since x and 3: are both prefixes of w, there is a prefix 
rl1’2r3 of w such that .X E ~11’2, _V E rlr3, 1’1Ir3. Similarly, since x and ~9 are both 
suffixes of w, there is a suffix ~3.~2~1 of w such that x E S~.SI, y E ~3~1, ~2 1.~3. The 
traces to be found will satisfy utrt = rlrzr3 = ~3sp~, and 112~2 = rl G ~‘1, which are 
overlaps of IV. 
Using x E rlr2 E SQI, the Division Property implies that .Y E tl t2t3t4, ~-1 G tl t2, 
Y2 = tjta, S? s t1t3, sl E t2t4 with t2 L t3 and (since ~2 1~3 and s2 1.~3) td ir3, 
tl Is3 and t3 -1~~3. Substituting these expressions for t-1 and SI into _Y = qr3 E SJSI 
and applying the Claim, we have tz z pq, tl p G pt4, qr, s sjq, and pt, t4 I qr3s3 and 
(since t3 _L t2r3s3 ) t3 Ipqr3s3. 
Set ul = tqt3t4, 14 = tip (E pt4), VI = qr3 (- sxq), and 1’1 = q. 
Clearly, u2 <,u, and Q</CI. Since qr,Ipt,td and t31qr3, UI and CI are indepen- 
dent and so UI u? ~L’IZJ~. From the representations of x as tl t2t3t4 = tlpqt3t4 and the 
fact that y i t3t4, we find x = utc2 E c2ul and, in addition, UI, 1’2 E c’(x) C 6(w). Also, 
J’ E tlt2q E tipqr3 s u2cI 5 cl242 and cl, ~zE~~(J‘)ZC~(IV). 
Finally, rl E tltz G tlpq c 142~ E LQU? s qpt4 G t2t4 z sl; and rIrzr3 E sr3 E 
tlpqt3t4r3 E tlpt3t4qr3 = cl1 1‘1 z Cllll E s3qu, = s3.x 5 S3QSI. 0 
Corollary 4.2. 4f.r and y are connrctrd traces and both urr ooerlups oj’sonze truce W, 
thtw either x is cotnpuruble to _y under the prefix ordering or x is independmt 
of’ .I’. 
The following theorem describes the lattice structure of the overlaps of a trace. 
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Theorem 4.3. For each trace WEM(A,Z), O(w) is a sublattice P(w). Hence, G(w) 
forms a distributive lattice under the prefix ordering 61, and the meet A and join V 
satisfy: for all aEA, Ix A yl, = min{ [xl,, Iylu} and Ix v yl, = max{ /x(,, Iyla}. 
Proof. Since c(w) is a subset of y(w), it is enough to show that if x,y belong to 
E(W) then their meet and join in p(w) also belong to G(w). From Lemma 4.1, there 
exist q,r,s, t E 6(w) such that q dtr, s 61 t, Y-L t, x = rs, y E qt and qs, rt E O(w). 
Then, using the relationships between the Parikh images of elements and of their meet 
and join in p(w) and the fact that prefixes of w with the same Parikh image must 
be congruent, it is easy to see that x = r V s, y = q V t, x A y = qs = q V s and 
x V y = rt = r V 1, so x A y and x V y belong to c”(w). 0 
To emphasize one aspect of Theorem 4.3, suppose x and y are different overlaps of 
w, and let Ys = min{ Y(X), Y(y)} and Yi = max{ Y(x), Y(y)}, where the min and 
max are computed componentwise. There is a prefix of w with Parikh image YO and 
another prefix of w with Par&h image Yi , both of which are easy to construct, and 
both prejixes are also s&fixes of w. 
Again, it is natural to ask what sort of distributive lattices can be represented 
by sets of overlaps of traces. It will be apparent from the characterizations given 
in Theorem 4.5 that not every finite distributive lattice is the overlap lattice of some 
trace. The following proposition reveals this as well, since there are distributive lattices 
satisfying the condition in part (2) (that is, with a single atom) that are not chains. 
Proposition 4.4 also implies that, for a trace-overlap lattice L, the dual of L, or an 
arbitrary sublattice of L, while again a finite distributive lattice, need not be itself a 
trace-overlap lattice. 
Proposition 4.4. Suppose w E M(A,Z) is a trace. 
(1) [ 191 If iv is nonempty and connected, then it has a maximum proper overlap 
v, and hence the top element w of G(w) covers just the element v. 
(2) Ij” w has a minimum nonempty overlap (that is, if the bottom element of 6(w) 
is covered by just one element), then C(w) is a chain. 
Proof. (1) Let v be any proper overlap of w of maximal length (that is, w is the 
only element of O(w) that is longer than v). Then in fact v is the maximum proper 
overlap of w. To see this, suppose x E G(w); it is enough to show that either X<<I v 
or x E w. From the Decomposition Lemma, x G TS, v E qt where q <t r, s<t t, rlt, 
and rt E C(w). If (ql = Irl, then q E r, and x E rs is a prefix of rt e qt G v. If 
)q/ < It-I, then the overlap rt is longer than v, so rt z w. Since w is connected and (in 
this case) r is nonempty, t must be empty, so s = t = e and x 3 r = w. 
(2) Suppose z is a nonempty overlap of w with the property that z is a prefix of every 
nonempty overlap of w. Consider any X, y E G(w); in fact, they must be comparable 
under the prefix ordering. From the Decomposition Lemma, there exist q, r, s, t E B(w) 
such that q<t r, s,<t t, rlt, x = rs, y z qt. Since r and t are independent, their 
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alphabets are disjoint and they can have no nonempty common prefix. If Y # e then 
z 6, Y so z cannot be a prefix of t, and hence t = e; thus, in this case, s = t = e and 
y<lx.Similarly,ift#ethenq=I-=eandx<ly. 17 
As an example of Proposition 4.4, a nonempty string (lying in a free monoid) has 
a minimum nonempty overlap as well as a maximum proper overlap; however, the 
overlaps of a trace could from a nontrivial chain even if the trace monoid is not free. 
The maximum proper overlap r in part (1) can be constructed from w in linear time. 
Recall that an element x of a lattice is join-irreducible if x = yVz implies x = J 
or s = 7. in a finite lattice, the non-0 join-irreducible elements are those that cover 
just one-element. The join-irreducible elements of a trace-overlap lattice Lo(w) are the 
connected overlaps of w (Proposition 4.4( 1)). Thus, the lattice-theoretic representation 
of an element as the join of an irredundant set of join-irreducible elements is precisely 
its representation as the product of its components. Another simple observation is that 
the elements with complements in C(w) are just the products of (some) components 
of M’. Also, a trace-overlap lattice must have at least as many atoms (elements that 
cover 0) as co-atoms (elements covered by I). 
When MI is a connected trace, its overlap lattice is that of its maximum proper 
overlap with vv adjoined at the top. When w is not connected, C[(M~) is the direct 
product of the overlap lattices of the components of w. These facts underlie the in- 
ductive characterization of trace-overlap lattices given in part (4) of the following 
theorem. The other two characterizations, which express relationships among elements 
of a lattice, represent the properties of overlaps of traces given in Lemma 4.1 and 
Corollary 4.2. 
For a lattice L, let L + 1 denote a lattice obtained from L by adding a new element 
to L, and expanding the partial order in L to make the new element larger than each 
element of L. 
Theorem 4.5. The following ure equivalent for a ,$nite lattice L = (L, <, A, V, 0, 1): 
(1) L %’ P(w) for some trace w in some truce monoid M(A, I). 
(2) L is distributive, and satisfies the following property oj’ mutual decomposition 
of’ elements: 
(I) j& all x, y E L, there exist q d p and s 6 r such that x = p V s, y = q v r 
and p A Y = 0. 
(3) L is distributive. und each pair of join-irreducible elements is either comparable 
or disjoint. 
(4) L belongs to the smallest class of lattices containing the one-element lattice 
and closed under the operations of direct product and ‘+I ‘. 
Any lattice with property (I) (‘mutual decomposition’) also has the property, used 
in (3): (II) incomparable join-irreducible elements are disjoint. However, there is a 
nondistributive lattice (with 16 elements) that satisfies (II) but not (I). (There are 
also simple distributive and nondistributive lattices satisfying neither (1) nor (II).) A 
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Fig. 2. 
distributive lattice with mutual decomposition also satisfies the stronger property: 
(I+) for all x, y E L, there exist q d p and s <r such that x = p V s, y = q V r, 
xAy=qvsandpAr=Q. 
However, the (nonmodular) lattice with 11 elements shown in Fig. 2 satisfies (I) 
but not (I+). 
Proof of Theorem 4.5.(( 1) implies (2)): Suppose L % C(w) for some element u’ of 
a trace monoid M(A,I). Clearly, L is finite, and from Theorem 4.3, L is distributive. 
Property (I) is simply a restatement of Lemma 4.1 in terms of the lattice C’(W), since 
the join of independent overlaps of w is their product in the trace monoid and disjoint 
elements in L (in the sense of meeting at the bottom of the lattice) are precisely 
independent overlaps of w (in the sense of having independent alphabets). 
((2) implies (3)): Suppose L is a lattice and let a, b be incomparable join-irreducible 
elements of L. If L satisfies (I), then u = p V s, b = q V r where q<p<a;.s<r<h; 
and p A Y = 0. Then s # a (otherwise a dh), so, since a is join-irreducible, a = p. 
Similarly, b = r, and hence a A h = p A r = 0. 
As an aside, suppose L is finite and distributive, and incomparable join-irreducible 
elements are independent. .-o see that L satisfies (I), first recall that every element of 
L can be written as the join of a (finite) set of pairwise-incomparable join-irreducible 
elements. Now consider x, y in L, with x = VX and y = VY where elements in X 
(resp., Y) are join-irreducible and pairwise incomparable. Let 
?? s = VS where S = {u E Xlfor some b E Y,u<h}, 
?? p = VP where P = X - S, 
?? y = VQ where Q = {h E Y]for some a E X,b < a}, and 
?? I’ = VR where R = Y - Q. 
Then p v s = x, q V r = y. q < p, s 6 r, and (because L is distributive and elements 
in P are incomparable to elements in R)p A r = 0. 
((3) implies (4): If L is a finite and distributive lattice in which incomparable 
join-irreducible elements are disjoint, then every interval of L of the form [O,a] = 
{c E Llc <a} is a sublattice with those three properties. Therefore, it is enough to 
argue that, when L is nontrivial, it is either of the form [O.CI] + 1 or of the form 
[0, u] x [0, b] where a, h # 0, 1. 
(i) If the top element of L is join-irreducible, and covers (only) the element a, then 
L 2 [0, a] + 1 under the obvious isomorphism. 
(ii) If the top element 1 of L is not join-irreducible, then there is a set J of pairwise- 
incomparable join-irreducible elements such that 1 = VJ; the size of J is at least two, 
and (from the assumption on L) elements of J are pairwise disjoint. Let a be any 
element of J, and let b = V(J - {a}). Then, because a A h = 0 and a V b = 1, the 
function that sends x E L to (x A a,x A b) E [0, a] x [O. b] is a lattice isomorphism. 
(,(4) implies (1 )): The trivial lattice is C (e) in any trace monoid, so it is such- 
cient to show that the class of trace-overlap lattices is closed under the operations of 
direct product and the adjunction of a new top element. Suppose Li = (‘(wi) for 
M’i t M(A;,I;), i = 1,2. We may assume, without loss of generality, that the alphabets 
At and A? are disjoint. 
(i ) Let A3 = A 1 U {a} where a @ Al is a new symbol, 13 = It and ~/3 = u’t avi’l E 
M(A3.13). Then ~‘3 is connected, 11’1 is the maximum proper overlap of ~‘3, and 
ci(w3) = L, + 1. 
(ii) Let A4 = Ai UA2, Zd = 11 U12U{abla E Al,h E Al} and ~i4 = wln9 E M(Ab.14). 
Then I“(MI~) ” LI x L2 since every factor of n’l is independent (in hf(Ad,Z~)) of every 
factor of ~9. [7 
An element x of a lattice is meet-irreducible if x = JAZ implies x = y or x = Z; this 
is the dual of the notion of join-irreducibility. The prime ideals of a finite distributive 
lattice L are precisely the intervals [0,x] = {z E I, j z <.x} for .Y # 1 meet-irreducible. 
The following corollary gives a characterization of trace-overlap lattices in terms of 
a property of its meet-irreducible elements, which is a generalization of Proposition 
4.4( 2). (A description of the meet-irreducible elements of trace-overlap lattices is given 
at the end of this section.) 
Corollary 4.6. A Iutticr L is isomorphic to C”(W) ,fbr sonw trace w in some truce 
monoid M(A, I) !f rmd only if’ it is finite and distrihutice, und ~vhenrcer x< J’ and x 
is meet-irreducible, y is ulso meet-irreducible. 
Proof. First suppose that IV t M(A,I) is a trace. Since C’(n) is finite and distributive, 
it is enough to show that if x,_r are overlaps of M: such that xd, y and x is meet- 
irreducible, then v is meet-irreducible. Suppose, then, that _t’ = t A u; we will find that 
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t 61 y or udl y (and therefore at least one is the same as y). From Theorem 4.5(2) (or 
Lemma 4.1), there are overlaps p, q, r, s of w such that t = p V s, u = q V Y, p A r = 0 
and also y = t A u = q V s. Then x = x V 0 = x V (p A r) = (x V p) A (x V r). so 
(since x is meet-irreducible) x = x V p or x = x V r. If x = x V p then p <I x <<I y so 
t=pVs<IyVs=y.Similarly,ifx=xVrthenrdlyandu<~y. 
On the other hand, suppose that L = (L, <, A, V, 0,l) is a finite distributive lattice in 
which any element larger than some meet-irreducible element is itself meet-irreducible. 
Let M be the set of meet-irreducible elements of L, and note that l\M = 0. It is 
enough to show that L satisfies the third condition in Theorem 4.5(3), so suppose that 
s, t are incomparable join-irreducible elements of L, and let r = s A t. Then for every 
element m E M, r < m; hence r< l\M so r = 0 and s, t are disjoint. To see that 
r < m for each m EM, note first that mdrVm so rVm E M. But rVm = (sAt)Vm = 
(s v m) A (t V m) so either r V m = s V m or r V m = t V m. If r V m = s V m, then 
s = sA(sVm) = sA(rVm) = (sr\r)V(s/\m) = rV(sAm), so, since s is join-irreducible 
and not equal to r (otherwise s < t), s = s A m; thus s<m and therefore r < m. If 
r V m = t V m, then (similarly) t <m and r < m. 0 
It follows from the characterizations given in Theorem 4.5 that the class of trace- 
overlap lattices is closed under direct product, quotient and taking intervals. (An interval 
of a lattice is a subset of the form [a, b] = {c E L / a d c < 6)). As noted above, the 
class is not closed under taking duals or sublattices. Although applying the operations 
of direct product and ‘fl’ may require an increase in the size of the alphabet, forming 
quotients and intervals does not. 
Theorem 4.7. Every interval and every quotient of a trace-overlap lattice is itself u 
truce-overlap lattice on the same partially commutative alphabet. 
Proof. Suppose L = O(w) is a trace-overlap lattice, with w E M(A,I) for some par- 
tially commutative alphabet (A, I). For a trace x, let alph(x) CA denote the set of letters 
that occur in x. 
1. For every interval [x, y] of L, there is a trace wX,). in M(A, I) such that [x, y] g 
fi(%, y ) and alph(w,,,) C alph(y). 
2. For every quotient L/a of L, there is a trace wX in M(A,Z) such that L/cr ? C(w3) 
and alph(w,) 2 alph(w). 
These statements can be proved by straightforward induction arguments. In outline, 
if the top element of the interval [x,y] (or quotient L/z) is join-irreducible, then it has 
the form [x,z] + 1 (respectively, G(z)/% + 1); and otherwise, it is a direct product of 
smaller intervals (resp., quotients) for which the representing traces can be taken to be 
independent. Forming a representing trace for [x, y] or L/a from those of the smaller 
intervals or quotients is made possible by the following facts. For traces s, t in a trace 
monoid M(A,I): 
3. if s and t are independent, then O(st) s O(s) x G(t) and alph(st) = alph(s) U 
alph(t); and 
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4. if alph(t) C B CA and B is connected, then there is a trace II E M(A,Z) such 
that C(U) ” C(t) + 1 and alph(lc) C B. Fact 3 is obvious, since every factor of s is 
independent of every factor of t. For Fact 4, it is enough to find a connected trace u 
such that t is the maximum proper overlap of u. If t is connected then there is no need 
to add letters: write t E pr 5 rq where r is the maximum proper overlap of t, and take 
u = prq. If B - alph(t) is non-empty (which will be the case if t is not connected), 
then, for r equal to the product of the letters in B - alph(t), the trace u = trt will 
serve. 0 
Finally, some remarks concerning degrees of join- and meet-reducibility in a trace- 
overlap lattice C(W), w E M(A,I). Because the lattice is finite and distributive, for each 
k, the set of elements that cover k elements in CC(w) has the same size as the set of 
elements that are covered by k elements. One correspondence between these sets can 
be given explicitly, as follows. 
For k 3 0, let Jk = {x E C(w) / x covers exactly k elements} and Mk = {y E C(w) / y 
is covered by exactly k elements}. In particular, Jo contains just the bottom element 
e of the lattice, and MO, just the top element MI. The set JI is the set of nonempty 
join-irreducible elements, and Mi, the set of meet-irreducible elements other than W. 
For x E P(W), let x ’ denote the pseudo-inverse of x : x1 is the longest overlap of 
w that is independent of x, or. equivalently, the maximum element of P(w) that meets 
.Y at e. Let c(x) denote the greatest lower bound of the set of elements covered by X, 
with c(e) = e. Then for each k, the mapping x H x1 V c(x) is a bijection of Jk to i&. 
For example, el = w and e E JO is mapped to MI E MO. If x E J1 (i.e., a connected 
and nonempty overlap of w), then x is mapped to _r = X’ v t where t is the element 
covered by x (i.e., the longest proper overlap of x): X’ V x covers y and, because X’ 
is maximum, it is the only element that does so. The inverse mapping, of Ml to J,, 
can be described as taking +V E A4i to the only element x E JI such that x A ?; is equal 
to the (only) element covered by x. 
To illustrate the general argument, consider the case k = 3. If x E 53 then x E 
x1x2x3 with XI, x2, x3 connected, nonempty, and pairwise independent; the three ele- 
ments x covers are tlx2x3,xI t2x3, and ~1~2t3 where t, is the element covered by x,, and 
c(x) = tltzt3. Then for y = x’ V c(x), y is covered by (exactly) the three elements 
Ui =xb(x&t3) = yvxj, Lt2 =x1 V(tl~2t3) = yvx2, and 143 = xl V(tlt2x3) = yvs3. 
To see this, first note that xl = L x, A.Y-~~A_x~I and JJ = (xfVtl)A(xkvt2)A(xfvt3). 
For each i, clearly y<ui, and JJ # II, since x, 6 y. Suppose that z > y,; we will see 
that either z = JJ or z >ui, for some i, and so ~1, ~2, ~3 cover _r and no other element 
does so. Since each xi is connected, it follows from the mutual decomposition property 
(Theorem 4.5(b)) that for any z, either xi 6z or z<x,A V t,. Hence, if z 3 y then ei- 
ther (1) for all i, z <x,’ V t, and therefore z < v: or (2) for some i,x, <z and therefore 
Z 3.Y; V y = U,. 
This correspondence between Jk and M!, does not hold in general for finite, distribu- 
tive lattices; indeed, it can be shown that a finite distributive lattice in which the set 
{Xi V t /x E Jl covers t} is a subset of Mi must be a trace-overlap lattice. 
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